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Abstract
As contemporary society is gradually going through changes with time, form and function of space for
consumption as well as consumers’ values about consumption are also going through changes. Complex
commercial facility, an example representative of consumption space, is also being planned as an attraction
facility; and category or function of businesses allocated within the facility is becoming diversified, larger and
complex. To attract more users to the complex commercial facility and maximize the activation and use of the
facility, varied strategies like service improvement, invitation of famous brands into the facility or holding
various events are being used. Prior to making a strategy for this consumption space, behaviors of space
users and spatial planning including consumption space must be considered. Thus, it is necessary to
understand behaviors of users, spatial planning and spatial composition with regard to a complex
commercial facility, and to pay attention to appropriate spatial configuration characteristics.
In this context, specialists in areas of distribution and real estate are actively carrying on research on tenant
composition and space design. Specialists in architectural planning are also performing research on spatial
configuration and users’ behaviors to maximize the use of the facility.
Furthermore, specialists in the area of architecture are performing research which considers marketing.
However, as existing studies deal mostly with relation between spatial configuration of a commercial facility
and pedestrian movement and users’ behaviors, there is little research on users’ behaviors associated with
MD planning which organizes or plans commercial space substantially. And some studies reveal a limitation
of placing too much emphasis on spatial use behaviors according to limited MD planning in facilities like
department stores, retailers, and large scale shopping malls. Thus, in order to activate a complex commercial
facility and make profit, it is necessary to perform research on MD in terms of spatial configuration and
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spatial planning which can induce actual shopping behaviors of users.
This study, part of basic research for studying MD planning which considers spatial configuration and users’
behaviors of a complex commercial facility, aims at clarifying correlation among spatial configuration,
MD(tenant mix) and users’ behaviors (pedestrian Movement). This study is considered to provide basic data
needed for future research on MD planning and spatial planning which considers spatial configuration and
users’ behaviors of a complex commercial facility.

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Backgrounds and Purpose
As contemporary society is gradually going through changes with time, form and function of space for
consumption as well as consumers’ values about consumption are also going through changes. Complex
commercial facility, an example representative of consumption space, is also being planned as an attraction
facility; and category or function of businesses allocated within the facility is becoming diversified, larger and
complex. To attract more users to the complex commercial facility and maximize the activation and use of
the facility, varied strategies like service improvement, invitation of famous brands into the facility or holding
various events are being used. By the way, any form of space involves all of these processes. To maximize the
use of a complex commercial facility, space for consumption becomes a strategic place for selling more
products. Prior to making a strategy for this consumption space, behaviors of space users and spatial
planning including consumption space must be considered. That’s because users show different behaviors
according to spatial planning and users’ behaviors play an important role in vitalizing the commercial facility.
Tenant planning is also a vital factor for spatial planning of a complex commercial facility. Individual tenants
in the complex commercial facility can function as independent attraction facilities, but if they are organically
organized or planned, they have commercial potentials to create a synergy effect for activating the facility
and maximizing the use of space. Thus, it is necessary to understand behaviors of users, spatial planning and
spatial composition with regard to a complex commercial facility, and to pay attention to appropriate spatial
configuration characteristics.
In this context, specialists in areas of distribution and real estate are actively carrying on research on tenant
composition and space design. Specialists in architectural planning are also performing research on spatial
configuration and users’ behaviors to maximize the use of the facility. As important papers related to this
context, there are the following studies: Kim Do‐hyeon (2005), ‘A Study on Pedestrian Movement according
to Interpretation Methodology of Spatial Configuration in Large Scale Complex Commercial Space’, a paper
which researched relation between pedestrian movement and tenants according to spatial configuration in
a large scale complex commercial space, and Lee Eun‐young (2001), ‘A Study on Spatial Configuration and
Users’ Movement in Large Scale Basement Complex Commercial Space’, a paper which examined relation
between factors affecting users’ movement and their walking patterns. Furthermore, specialists in the area
of architecture are performing research which considers marketing. As for studies considering spatial
configuration and MD, especially studies on spatial configuration of a department store and the flow of user
movement according to VMD show that the flow of user movement in large shopping malls, retailers, etc. is
profoundly affected by spatial configuration and VMD. However, as existing studies deal mostly with relation
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between spatial configuration of a commercial facility and pedestrian movement and users’ behaviors, there
is little research on users’ behaviors associated with MD planning which organizes or plans commercial
space substantially. And some studies reveal a limitation of placing too much emphasis on spatial use
behaviors according to limited MD planning in facilities like department stores, retailers, and large scale
shopping malls. Thus, in order to activate a complex commercial facility and make profit, it is necessary to
perform research on MD in terms of spatial configuration and spatial planning which can induce actual
shopping behaviors of users.
This study, part of basic research for studying MD planning which considers spatial configuration and users’
behaviors of a complex commercial facility, aims at clarifying correlation among spatial configuration,
MD(tenant mix) and users’ behaviors (pedestrian movement). This study is considered to provide basic data
needed for future research on MD planning and spatial planning which considers spatial configuration and
users’ behaviors of a complex commercial facility.

1.2 Outlines of Study
This study intends to focus on analyzing spatial configuration of a complex commercial facility, MD to obtain
attraction effect, and pedestrian characteristics considering users’ behaviors.
With regard to selecting facilities for research, this paper selected independent horizontal structure‐based
complex commercial facility characteristic of complex tenant composition instead of a vertical structure‐
based shopping mall since tenants are clearly distinguished in this facility. And this study tried to select a
commercial facility which meets the following standards; 1. The facility must have as many business types as
possible 2. The Facility’s composition of stores must include characteristics of a complex shopping mall like
exhibition, department store, hotel, terminal, etc. instead of a facility consisting of stores in limited business
types. With these considerations, this study selected ‘Seoul Samsung COEX Mall’ as the facility studied. COEX
Mall is a complex commercial facility located in Samsung‐Dong, Gangnam‐Gu, Seoul, Korea; and this facility
with a floating population of 200,000 during the weekday and that of 300,000 over the weekend is
recognized as an extremely activated complex commercial facility in Korea. As this facility is a horizontal
structure‐based shopping mall where a large variety of tenants constitute a floor, it is very suited for
analyzing comprehensive spatial use behaviors. Besides, as this facility is distinguished as an independent
complex facility due to main streets around, it is possible to set the spatial scope for research clearly. As
basement space limits a range of vision, it can also limit other subordinate variables. Thus, it is possible to
obtain more objective data through observation research.
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Urban

Intermediary
open space

Urban facilities
Pedestrian
Parking
Public

COEX MALL (2000) kangnangu, seoul, korea
Function space
Name of scale
Subway
2line
Terminal
Urban central airport
Plaza
Approach Plaza
Parking a lot
O
Sunken
O
O
Arcade Public Plaza
Fountain Plaza

Location
‐
B6‐26F
B1‐1F
‐
B1
B1
B1

Convention center

O

B5‐5F

Department store

Hyundea department store

B4‐7F

Shopping mall

Coex mall

B1

Food plaza

Food court

B1

Hotel

Grand intercontinental hotel/Residential hotel

B6‐33F

Cinema

Mega box cinema(17rooms)

B1

Exhibition

O

B4‐4F

Aquarium

O

B1

Commercial
Inside
building
Accommodation

Culture/Leisure

Table 1 Analysis on the Hierarchy of Spatial function of Site

1.3 Methods of Study
A detailed procedure and methodology of this study including literature review, analysis of floor plan of the
facility, spatial analysis using space syntax and observation survey are as follows: First, this study examines
spatial configuration of a complex commercial facility, tenants, and users’ behaviors through reviewing
preceding studies and theories. Second, this study analyzes spatial configuration characteristics, a variable
affecting users’ behaviors, by means of space syntax. To clarify correlation between physical environment
characteristics of a complex commercial facility and users’ behaviors, this study comparatively analyzes
varied spatial configuration characteristics and pedestrian traits according to the scope of spatial
configuration. Third, this study analyzes features of MD planning of the facility studied (COEX Mall) study
based on research on facilities with similar users’ behaviors and spatial configuration characteristics, and
examines correlation between spatial configuration and users’ behaviors according to MD.
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2. METHODS
2.1 Analysis of Space Syntax
To examine spatial configuration characteristics of a complex commercial facility, this study used space
syntax analysis. To clarify correlation between physical environment characteristics of a complex commercial
facility and users’ behaviors, this study attempted varied analyses according to the scope of spatial
configuration.
1)

Axial Analysis under an assumption of including Buffer Zone
: considers urban context, assumes buffer zone around the facility above ground, and
analyzes an underground shopping mall in connection

2)

Axial Analysis under an assumption of excluding Buffer Zone
: analyzes only spatial configuration of an underground shopping mall in the facility
studied

3)

Visibility Analysis under an assumption of including Buffer Zone
: considers urban context, assumes buffer zone around the facility above ground, and
analyzes a shopping mall in connection with the flow of pedestrian traffic except the
flow of cars.

4)

Visibility Analysis under an assumption of excluding Buffer Zone
: considers only spatial configuration inside the facility for a case study and analyzes
only basement floors

2.2 Observation Study
To clarify pedestrian traits of users, this study performed an observation analysis of pedestrian movement.
Pedestrian movement is the number of pedestrians flowing for an hour, and the site for observing
pedestrian movement is a line in the center of axial map; and this study counted the number of people
crossing this line. To select sites for observing pedestrian movement, this study analyzed axial lines in the
facility for a case study; set up many sections so that the values can form normal distribution based on
quantitative values which those line have; grouped values of axial lines; selected an axial line which can
represent each section; and finally selected an internal street corresponding the axial line as a site for
observing pedestrian movement. This study chose a total of 60 places as sites for observing pedestrian
movement; and performed an observation survey for 5 minutes between 3 pm and 6 pm on July 5 in 2011.
To obtain exact results, this study performed two observation surveys in each site and calculated the
average of the two figures. (Figure 1 is explain about point of pedestrian movement analysis)
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Figure 1 Point of Pedestrian Movement Analysis

2.3 Analysis of correlations through SPSS
To analyze correlation between spatial configuration and pedestrian traits according to MD as well as
correlation between spatial configuration and pedestrian traits, this study performed a statistical analysis.
This study used SPSS 12.0k program for statistical analysis and derived correlation coefficient through
correlation analysis, simple regression analysis and multi regression analysis.

3. ANALYSIS OF CORRELATION BETWEEN SPATIAL CONFIGURATION AND PEDESTRIAN CHARACTERISTICS
3.1 Integration Comparison according to whether or not to include buffer zone (axial analysis –Table2)
Integration analysis results are different according to whether or not to include buffer zone. According to
integration analysis results of the entire space when including buffer zone, the entrance accessible into the
facility for a case study and the plaza bordered to the entrance have high values. According to integration
analysis results of the entire space when excluding buffer zone, streets outside the entrance have relatively
low integration value, whereas passages inside the facility have relatively high integration value, which
seems to indicate different analysis results according to whether the site is connected with outside space or
not. According to analysis results of correlation with pedestrian traits of users, integration value when
including buffer zone (R=0.44) showed higher correlation than that when excluding buffer zone. This result
indicates that analysis including buffer zone can reflect or explain the effect of users flowing into the facility.
The difference of integration analysis results in unit spaces was not larger than that of integration analysis
results of the entire space. The results of analysis when including buffer zone or when excluding buffer zone
were also not very different. However, it was found that analysis results at the entrance when including
buffer zone can reflect the impact of the influx into the facility. The correlation coefficient between local
integration and pedestrian traits when including buffer zone (R=0.529) was similar to correlation with spatial
use behaviors of facility users.
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Including Buffer Zone

Excluding buffer Zone

Global
Integration

R=0.44
2
R =0.19
3
P=0.000

R=0.38
2
R =0.145
P=0.003

Local
Integration

R=0.529
2
R =0.28
P=0.000

R=0.405
2
R =0.164
P=0.001

Table 2 Integration Comparison according to whether or not to include buffer zone

3.2 Comparative Analysis of Visibility according to whether or not to include buffer zone
(Depth Map Analysis ‐ Table 3)
According to visibility graph analysis when including buffer zone, sites bordered to subway station showed
the highest total integration value. Entrance and exit sites accessible into the facility studied (COEX Mall)
showed relatively high integration value, whereas the deeper a site is located into the middle of the facility,
the lower value the site tends to have.
According to visibility graph analysis results when excluding buffer zone, sites in the middle of the facility
studied show high integration values. According to analysis results of correlation with pedestrian traits,
global integration value when including buffer zone was (R=0.503), which means high correlation. Local
integration results didn’t show any distinct difference regardless of the presence or absence of buffer zone.
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Visibility graph analysis results show that users’ pedestrian traits are affected by spatial configuration and
visual perception of the entire space rather than partial spatial configuration inside the facility.

Including Buffer Zone

Excluding buffer Zone

Global
Integration

R=0.503
2
R =0.253
P=0.000

R=0.357
2
R =0.127
P=0.005

R=0.435
2
R =0.19
P=0.001

R=0.433
2
R =0.188
P=0.001

Local
Integration

Table 3 Comparative Analysis of Visibility according to whether or not to include buffer zone

3.3 Summary of Analysis Results
In this chapter, this study analyzed spatial configuration characteristics, a variable affecting users’ behaviors,
using space syntax. To clarify correlation between physical environment characteristics of a complex
commercial facility and users’ behaviors, it was possible to find spatial configuration characteristics which
can explain pedestrian traits most clearly by comparatively analyzing a relation with pedestrian movement.
Correlation between spatial configuration analysis and pedestrian traits is as follows Table 4. A unit variable
which showed the highest correlation with users movement was (R=0.529), which was a local integration
value which considered the influx into the facility. It was found that pedestrian traits in a large scale complex
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commercial facility are affected by indoor spatial configuration reflecting outdoor spatial configuration
rather than by outdoor spatial configuration. This result indicates that users of a large scale commercial
space use space in connection with outdoor space.

Analysis of Spatial Configuration

R

R

2

Including buffer Zone ‐ local Integration
0.529
0.280
In ‐ buffer Zone ‐ Visual Global Integration
0.503
0.253
In ‐ buffer Zone ‐ Global Integration
0.440
0.193
In ‐ buffer Zone ‐ Visual Local Integration
0.435
0.190
Excluding‐ buffer Zone ‐ Visual Local Integration
0.433
0.188
Ex ‐ buffer Zone ‐ Local Integration
0.405
0.164
Ex ‐ of buffer Zone ‐ Global Integration
0.382
0.145
Ex ‐ buffer Zone ‐ Visual Global Integration
0.357
0.127
Table 4 Correlation between Spatial configuration and pedestrian movement

p
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.003
0.005

4. ANALYSIS OF CORRELATION BETWEEN SPATIAL CONFIGURATION AND PEDESTRIAN CHARACTERISTICS
ACCORDING TO MD PLANNING
4.1 MD planning of the Site studied (COEX Mall)

Figure 2 Tenant ‐Mix in the COEX MALL

MD composition of COEX mall can be divided into 4 facilities including convenience facility, F&B facility,
Entertainment facility and Retail facility based on 3 consumption modes of a complex commercial facility.
F&B facility can also be subdivided into family restaurant category and beverage & food facility category
according to different behaviors of customers. And retail facility can be divided into miscellaneous goods
facility and fashion facility. Thus, MD of COEX consists of 7 categories, as can be seen in the Figure 2.
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4.2 MD Planning according to Spatial Configuration
In case of COEX Mall, retail stores are located in sites with high integration value (in places with the highest
5 % of concentration ratio). Among 49 stores, 12 stores are related to fashion (26.5%), which is higher in
distribution ratio compared to other tenants. In case of miscellaneous goods, tenants selling cosmetics and
accessories are located in places with high integration value. In contrast, 71% of entertainment facilities and
40% of convenience facilities are distributed in places with lower spatial concentration ratio. It was found
that MD with a characteristic of inducing users to follow the movement line is mostly located in places with
lower integration and accessibility. Convenience facilities could not be found in sites with high integration,
and F&B facilities were distributed in varied locations in the facility studied. (See Table 5)

Store
Distribution

Type of Tenant

Highest 5%
(Integration Core)
Number of

Lowest 5%
(Segregation Core)

Percentage of

Number of

Percentage of

Convenience Facilities

5

0

0

2

40

Entertainment

7

1

14.2

5

71

Family
restaurant

6

1

16.6

0

0

Beverage

22

4

18.1

2

9

Food

61

4

6.5

1

1.5

Miscellaneous

43

9

21

5

11

Fashion

49

13

26.5

4

8

F&B Facilities

Retail Facilities

Table 5 Tenant mix according to concentration on the site
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4.3 Correlation between Spatial Configuration and Pedestrian Traits according to MD Planning
(Table 6) shows results of correlation analysis between spatial configuration and pedestrian movement,
which have the highest correlation with users’ behaviors. Users’ spatial use in the facility studied has high
correlation with Connectivity and Local Integration among spatial configuration factors (.539**/.507**),
which indicates that pedestrian traits are affected by local spatial configuration and perception inside COEX
Mall.

Spatial
Configuration
1. Connectivity
2. Global Integration
3. Local Integration
4. Depth
5. Pedestrian
Movement

Average

Standard
deviation

Correlation of Configuration factor
1

2

3

4

7.58
1.21
2.37
2.45

3.55
0.12
0.34
0.08

1
.245**
.863**
‐.614**

1
.271**
.152*

1
‐.601**

1

2400

1743.2

.539**

.316**

.507**

‐.294**

5

1

Table 6 Correlation between MD planned spatial configuration and pedestrian movement

1) Convenience Facility (Table 7‐A)
Convenience facilities are evenly located regardless of spatial concentration ratio. Spatial configuration
value of convenience facilities shows high correlation with pedestrian movement (R=0.6/ R2=0.36). A and B
located in sites with high spatial configuration value (LI=2.61) have similar spatial configuration
characteristics, but show different pedestrian movement of users according to whether it is bordered to a
store or not, which means that a convenience facility located in a place with high integration is more
frequently used by users compared to convenience facilities located in other places. As this convenience
facility has a characteristic of MD with a distinct purpose of buying a product, a store located in a place with
high integration induces pedestrian traits. The analysis result shows that pedestrian traits of people using
convenience facility are readily affected by spatial configuration.
2) Entertainment Facility (Table 7‐B)
Entertainment facilities are mostly distributed in places with low spatial concentration ratio; 71% of
entertainment facilities are distributed in places with the lowest 5% integration. Although located in places
with low integration and accessibility, entertainment facilities functioning as a key tenant can lead shopping
behaviors of users because the facilities induce users to follow the movement line with a distinct purpose.
That is, entertainment facilities are not readily affected by spatial configuration. For example, a cinema
located in a place with low integration value (LI: 1.31) showed high utilization rate (2500 people per hour).
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A.

Tenant : Convenience Facilities

B.

B.

Tenant : Entertainment

R=0.6
R2=0.36
P=0.250

R=0.5
R2=0.26
P=0.180

Table 7 Correlation according to the type of Tenant: Convenience and Entertainment

3) F&B Facility
As F&B facilities with varied characteristics are expected to show different behaviors of users, the facilities
were divided into family restaurants, beverages and food for analysis. In general, F&B facilities are located in
places with high spatial concentration ratio, but the facilities show low correlation between pedestrian
movement and spatial configuration.(See Table 8‐A)

A. Tenant : F&B facilities

A.

B. Tenant : Family restaurant

R=‐0.5
2
R =0.27
P=0.290

R=0.237
2
R =0.04
P=0.020

C. Tenant : Beverages

D. Tenant : Foods

R=0.471
2
R =0.22
P=0.020

R=0.20
2
R =0.05
P=0.120

Table 8 Correlation according to the type of Tenant: F&B Facilities
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Family restaurants (Table 8‐B) are distributed mostly in places with high integration inside the facility
studied (COEX Mall); 16.5% of family restaurants are distributed in places with the highest 5% integration.
Correlation between pedestrian movement and spatial configuration was negative, which indicates that
people using family restaurants show a high degree of pedestrian movement even if the facilities are located
in places with low integration. That’s because family restaurants are considered to be facilities with a strong
purpose and a characteristic similar to a key tenant. However, the reason why facilities with similar spatial
configuration show different utilization ratios is that users are affected by brand awareness of those
facilities as well as spatial configuration.
Beverage (Table 8‐C) facilities show significant correlation between spatial configuration and pedestrian
movement. As these tenants are characterized by a facility for making an appointment and staying for a long
time, these facilities tend to be located in places with high spatial concentration ratio and to be easily
recognized. However, beverage facilities with high brand awareness often show high pedestrian movement,
even though located in places with low integration, which means that spatial configuration and brand
awareness of beverage facilities have an effect on users’ behaviors.
General restaurants (Table 8‐D) show low correlation between spatial configuration and pedestrian
movement. Unlike family restaurants, users are considered to choose these restaurants based on their
tastes rather than a distinct purpose. Besides, the result is likely to be a phenomenon which can take place
because restaurants are used mostly during specific hours.

4) Retail Facilities
A. Tenant : Retail Facility

B. Tenant : Miscellaneous good

R=0.766
2
R =0.58
P=0.000

C. Tenant : Fashion

R=0.751
2
R =0.56
P=0.000

Table 9 Correlation according to the type of Tenant: Retail Facilities
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As retail facilities with varied tenant characteristics are considered to show different shopping behaviors of
users, these facilities are divided into miscellaneous goods facility and fashion facility for analysis. Retail
facilities have high correlation between spatial configuration inside the facility studied and pedestrian traits
(R=0.766/ R2=0.58), which indicates that retail facilities are located in places with high spatial concentration
ratio, and thus show distinct pedestrian traits or users’ behaviors.

4.3 Summary of Analysis Results
In this chapter, this study analyzed correlation between spatial configuration and pedestrian traits or users
behaviors according to MD (tenant). Distribution map of tenants according to spatial configuration in the
facility studied (COEX Mall) shows that fashion facilities, one type of retail facilities, showed the highest
distribution ratio (26.5%) in places with high spatial concentration ratio and accordingly showed high
correlation with pedestrian traits or users’ behaviors (R=0.751/ R2=0.564). In contrast, entertainment
facilities (70%) and convenience facilities (40%) are distributed in places with low integration. Entertainment
facilities have high correlation between spatial configuration and pedestrian traits (R=0.5), but show low
explanatory power (20%) to explain this result. As entertainment facilities have a characteristic of a key
tenant with a distinct purpose, these facilities are considered to be capable of inducing pedestrian traits.

5. CONCLUSION
5.1 Summary of the Study Results
As basic research for MD planning of a complex commercial facility which considers spatial configuration and
users’ behaviors, this paper studied correlation among spatial configuration of a complex commercial facility,
users’ behaviors and MD. The results of this study are as follows: First, according to analysis results of
correlation between physical environment characteristics of a complex commercial facility (varied spatial
configurations according to spatial scope) and users’ behaviors, a factor which showed the highest
correlation with pedestrian traits as a single parameter was local integration value considering the influx into
the facility (R=0.529). It was found that pedestrian traits of users inside a large scale complex commercial
facility are affected by indoor spatial configuration considering outdoor spatial configuration rather than by
indoor spatial configuration. This result means that visitors of a large scale complex commercial facility use
space by considering the connection with outdoor space.
Second, the analysis results of correlation between spatial configuration according to MD (tenant) and
pedestrian movement as spatial use behaviors are as follows: according to distribution map of tenants inside
the facility studied, fashion facilities, a type of retail facilities, showed the highest distribution ratio (26.5%) in
places with high spatial integration ratio, and accordingly showed high correlation (R=0.751/R2=0.564) with
pedestrian traits or users’ behaviors. To induce shopping behaviors of people using a complex commercial
facility which consists of many different tenants, retail facilities to be capable of inducing consumption
behaviors were found to be distributed in places with high integration and awareness. In contrast, tenants
which users visit with a distinct purpose show high distribution ratio in places with low integration. As these
facilities induce the movement line with a distinct purpose, the facilities are distributed mostly in places with
low integration and awareness.
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5.2 Limitations and Future Tasks of the Study
This study has implications in that it analyzed correlation of three factors, that is, spatial configuration, users’
behaviors and MD of a complex commercial facility, but it also has the following limitations as basic research.
First, this study has a limitation that it is impossible to generalize results of this study because of choosing
and studying only one facility. Second, this study has a second limitation that it is difficult to analyze direct
consumption behaviors of users because considering only basic pedestrian traits in analyzing users’
behaviors.
To overcome these limitations, future research will be carried on as follows:
First, future research will obtain generalized results by comparing and analyzing various complex
commercial facilities for a case study.
Second, future research will compare and analyze correlation between spatial configuration and sales of
tenants and correlation between spatial configuration and direct consumption behaviors as well as
pedestrian traits.
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